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Abstra t
This paper presents a new model for simulating Spiking Neural Networks using disrete event simulation whi h might possibly o er advantages on erning simulation
speed and s alability. Spiking Neural Networks are onsidered as a new omputation
paradigm, representing an enhan ement of
Arti ial Neural Networks by o ering more
exibility and degree of freedom for modeling omputational elements. Although this
type of Neural Networks is rather new and
there is not very mu h known about its features, it is learly more powerful than its
prede essor, being able to simulate Arti ial
Neural Networks in real time but also o ering new omputational elements that were
not available previously. Unfortunately, the
simulation of Spiking Neural Networks urrently involves the use of ontinuous simulation te hniques whi h do not s ale easily to
large networks with many neurons. Within
the s ope of the present paper, we dis uss
a new model for Spiking Neural Networks,
whi h allows the use of dis rete event simulation te hniques, possibly o ering enormous
advantages in terms of simulation exibility
and s alability without restri ting the qualitative omputational power.

1 Introdu tion
Spiking Neural Networks (SNNs) are onsidered as the
third generation of arti ial neural networks and try
to model the biologi al behaviour more losely than
the last generation. Although the urrently used Arti ial Neural Networks (ANNs) whi h use the ring
rate of neurons as their omputational element have
proven to be very powerful for spe i kinds of problems, some major properties of biologi al neural networks are ignored. Through empiri al eviden e from
biologi al experiments (see [Thorpe et al., 1996℄) it
be ame lear that some e e ts and omputations of
the human brain an not be arried out by just using
the ring rate of the respe tive neurons as information

transmitter. Also the exa t timing of single spikes has
to arry at least some of the transmitted information.
Be ause of these limitations of the urrently used
model of neural networks, spiking neural networks
have been developed. Instead of using the ring rate
of neurons, where a lot of information from the spike
train is eliminated by averaging over some time window, these new kinds of neural networks deliberately
model the exa t timing of the spikes emitted by the
neurons. It has to be stated, that at the moment
there is not very mu h known about the omputational possibilities when working with the timing of
single spikes - but an understanding of these omputational me hanisms may also help in de oding the
spike trains used by the brain or in explaining some
of the e e ts en ountered in biologi al neural systems,
su h as syn hronization and os illation.
Currently the ways of simulating su h SNNs di er
heavily from the way ANNs are used in todays appli ations. This is aused by the immanent omplex
behaviour of spiking neurons ompared to the relatively simple behaviour of sigmoidal neurons used in
ANNs. Sigmoidal neurons usually only sum up the
analog input values they re eive and utilize a sigmoid
fun tion to ompute their output value from this sum,
while spiking neurons try to model the behaviour and
stru ture of biologi al neurons as losely as possible.
Therefore, spiking neurons are often simulated using
the biologi ally very realisti Hodgkin-Huxley model,
whi h uses di erential equations to des ribe the shape
of neuron potentials and generated spikes. These differential equations impose the use of ontinuous simulation te hniques, where the values of mathemati al
fun tions are omputed at simulation times with xed
or variable time steps. However, with this simulation te hnique, the inner states of neurons whi h are
ina tive at some simulation time also need to be omputed, resulting in bad s alability of the simulation in
terms of large networks with many neurons. A better
simulation te hnique { on erning s alability { is the
so- alled dis rete event simulation where omputation
is only ne essary for simulation elements that hange
their state at the urrent simulation time. In large
networks where only a small per entage of neurons is
a tive at any given time, event simulation is expe ted
to be faster by a order of magnitude of at least 10.

In this paper we will rst present a general introdu tion into Spiking Neural Networks in hapter 2. Then
we give a short des ription of dis rete event simulation
in hapter 3, also explaining the di eren e to ontinuous simulation. These hapters ontain the basi terminology used in the de nition of our new model in
hapter 4, whi h explains the formal basis the simulation is built on. In hapter 5 we introdu e the on ept
of input and output oding onverters, while hapter 6
gives an overview over the simulation framework that
has been developed. Finally, hapter 7 gives an outlook on how this new te hnique ould possibly be used
for advan ed studies and pra ti al appli ations.
2 Spiking Neural Networks
As already stated in the introdu tion, Arti ial Neural Networks typi ally en ode the ring rate of biologi al neurons as analog values whi h are used as input
and output values of the neurons. However, there is
growing empiri al eviden e [Thorpe et al., 1996℄ for
the importan e of the timing of single spikes. It was
shown that humans an pro ess visual patterns in 150
mse , where about 10 pro essing levels (neuron layers) are involved and neurons in these regions of the
human brain usually have a ring rate of less then 100
Hz. Therefore, sin e this would involve averaging over
the ring times of at least 2 re eived spikes, the proessing time available to ea h layer is not enough for
estimating the ring rate of neurons. As a result of
these observations it an be argued that the omputation has to be arried out using only the information
transmitted with the rst spike that is red by ea h
layer.
In prin iple, there are just three di erent possibilities urrently known in neurophysiology for en oding
information in su h spike trains:
 rate oding: The essential information of the
spike train is en oded in the ring rates, whi h
are determined by averaging over some time window.
 temporal oding: The timing of single spikes, i.e.
the exa t ring time, arries the en oded information.
 population oding: The information is en oded
by the a tivity of di erent populations of neurons,
i.e. the per entage of neurons on urrently a tive
in a population.
It seems that, from a theoreti al point of view, temporal oding is the most simple oding s heme and
that implementations for simulation purposes an be
done easily. Therefore, this paper mainly fo uses on
this oding s heme; but all of the developed prin iples and te hniques an be applied dire tly to other
oding s hemes - only the network inputs and outputs have to be adapted (see se tion \Network inputs
and outputs"), the inner network stru ture an remain
un hanged. The investigation of the omputational
power of di erent oding s hemes will be a topi for
future resear h. All of the developed prin iples and al-

gorithms allow for arbitrarily omplex oding s hemes.
Currently there are many mathemati al models
whi h an be used for modeling and simulating Spiking Neural Networks. These models range from the biologi ally very realisti Hodgkin-Huxley model, whi h
uses di erential equations to model the ele tri al properties of neurons via the integrate-and- re model to
the rather simple spike-and-response model. However, all of these models are using spike timings as
their primary ode for omputations and, furthermore, they are usually simulated ontinuously with
xed timesteps be ause of the representation of some
mathemati al fun tions in the model, espe ially the
fun tion modeling the post synapti potential generated by synapses. The post synapti potentials are
the hanges indu ed to the neuron potential of their
subsequent neuron (the post synapti neuron) generated by synapses whenever they re eive a spike (from
the pre synapti neuron). Figure 1 shows the shape
of a spike (a tion potential) and an ex itatory and an
inhibitory post synapti potential (EPSP, IPSP).
In this paper we are using the following de nition
of spiking neural networks, dire tly ited from [Maass,
1996℄:
An SNN onsists of:
 a nite dire ted graph hV; E i (we refer to the elements of V as \neurons" and to the elements of
E as \synapses")
 a subset Vin  V of input neurons
 a subset Vout  V of output neurons
 for ea h+ neuron v 2 V Vin a threshold fun tion
v : R ! R [ f1g
 for ea h+ synapse hu; vi2 E a response+ fun tion
"u;v : R ! R and a weight wu;v 2 R
We assume that the ring of input neurons v 2 Vin is
determined from outside of the SNN, i.e. the sets Fv 
R+ of ring times (\spike trains") for the neurons
v 2 Vin are given as the input of the SNN.
For a neuron v 2 V
Vin one de nes its set
Fv of ring times re ursively. The rst element
of von Fv is inf ft 2 R+ : Pv (t)  v (0)g, and for
any s 2 Fv the next larger element of Fv is
inf ft 2 R+ : t > s and Pv (t)  v (t s)g ; where the
potential fun tion Pv : R+ ! R is de ned by

Pv (t) :=

X

u2V
hu; vi 2 E

X

s 2 Fu
s<t

wu;v  "u;v (t

s)

The ring times (\spike trains") Fv of the output neurons v 2 Vout that result in this way are interpreted as
the output of the SNN.
The omplexity of a omputation in a SNN is evaluated by ounting ea h spike as a omputation step.

This model represents a rather general de nition of
SNNs and is related to biologi al neurons as follows:
the shape of a post synapti potential (PSP) aused

Figure 1:
Post synapti potentials and a tion potential,
http://www. is.tugraz.at/igi/tnats hl/online/3rd gen ger/node1.html
by an in oming spike from neuron u is des ribed by
the response fun tion " , where " (t) = 0 for
t 2 [0; d ℄ with d modeling the delay between the
generation of the a tion potential and the time when
the resulting PSP starts to in uen e the potential of
neuron v. A more detailed des ription of the features
of this model an be found in [Ruf, 1998℄.
u;v

u;v

u;v

u;v

3 Dis rete event simulation
Event simulation is a te hnique for simulating systems
whi h are hara terized by well-de ned events. In
ontrast to ontinuous simulation, where the system
states are al ulated for spe i simulation time points
(either with xed or with variable time steps), event
simulation al ulates the simulation time points when
the system states rea h spe i values. Therefore, an
event simulation advan es from one simulation time
point to the next whenever there are no more events
to be handled at the urrent simulation time. The
next simulation time is the time of the rst event that
has been s heduled for exe ution. For systems with
a large quantity of di erent state variables and a low
average hange rate of these states, event simulation
an o er obvious advantages in simulation speed and
s alability. This is mainly be ause the exa t traje tories between two relevant state values do not have to
be al ulated.
4 Model
During the development of a simulation framework, a
new model of spiking neural networks was developed.
This new model has been designed espe ially for disrete event simulation. It is based on the integrateand- re model and the mathemati al de nition of
spiking neural networks introdu ed in [Maass, 1996℄
and ited in the se tion \Spiking Neural Networks",
but does not use ontinuous fun tions for modeling
post synapti potentials and neuron potentials. Instead of this, we use pie ewise linear fun tions, whi h
o er the possibility to exa tly and easily al ulate
the ring times of neurons using their potential and
threshold fun tions. The neuron will re whenever
the value of its potential is equal to or higher than the

pi ture

taken

from

value of its threshold, so al ulating the next ring
time is equal to al ulating an interse tion between
two pie ewise linear fun tions, whi h an be done efiently. It has been shown in [Ruf, 1998℄ that spiking neural networks using pie ewise linear fun tions
are real-time equivalent to a Turing ma hine, i.e. the
simulation of one omputation step of a Turing mahine by a SNN onstru ted espe ially for this purpose only takes a xed amount of omputation steps
in the SNN. Therefore, the use of pie ewise linear fun tions as synapti response fun tions and potential and
threshold fun tions des ribing the inner neuron state
should not e e t the qualitative omputational power
of SNNs negatively. Nevertheless, simulations will
make it possible to study the quantitative in uen e of
the shape of post synapti potentials on the omputational eÆ ien y of spiking neural networks. Through
the use of pie ewise linear fun tions, our model makes
it possible to approximate the shape of di erent fun tions as losely as needed or wanted in di erent appli ations. Additionally there is a gain in exibility
be ause there is no restri tion to mathemati al fun tions with a losed representation. Currently, studying the e e ts of di erent shapes of synapti response
fun tions is diÆ ult be ause losed representations of
these fun tions have to be found for the numeri integration te hniques used in ontinuous simulations
to work. Within our new model, this restri tion no
longer exists, o ering neurobiologists more degrees of
freedom in their study of neural models.
Furthermore, this novel model treats neurons and
synapses as a tive elements and uses single spike
events for modeling the spikes a neuron emits, only indi ating the exa t ring times but ignoring the shape
of spikes (whi h are also not modeled in the widely
used integrate-and- re model). Be ause neurons are
not oupled dire tly but only via synapses to ea h
other, it are the synapses that re eive the spike events
sent by the neurons. Ea h synapse will re eive spike
events from only one neuron (the pre synapti neuron)
and will only have one neuron to send events to (the
post synapti neuron). Therefore, the network will
form a bipartite graph of neurons and synapses with
synapses being positioned between neurons as shown

in Fig. 2. In this paper we will use the onvention that
a neuron v re eives its input from neurons u = 1; :::; n,
whi h send their spike events to the respe tive input
synapses of neuron v.

Figure 2: The input synapses of a neuron v re eive
spike events from neurons u = 1; :::; n, therefore generating the input values of neuron v.
Those synapses hu; vi are, upon the re eipt of a
spike event from their pre synapti neuron u, also responsible for generating the post synapti potentials in
the form of pie ewise linear fun tions " (t) and forwarding them to their post synapti neuron v, s aled
by their spe i synapti weight w and deferred by
their synapti delay d .
Fig. 3 shows the input and output of a synapse
whi h is generating an ex itatory post synapti potential due to the re eipt of a spike. After a neuron v
re eives a new post synapti potential from one of its
input synapses hu; vi, it merges it with its urrently
valid potential P (t) and re al ulates if and when the
next ring o urs by al ulating the time when the
potential fun tion P (t) interse ts with the threshold
fun tion  (t). The neuron threshold is also modeled
as a time dependent fun tion instead of a onstant
value to prevent a neuron from ring again instantly
afterwards be ause the potential P (t) might still be
higher than the threshold. Therefore, the threshold
fun tion  (t) is de ned to be in nite for some time

(the so- alled absolute refra tion period of the
neuron) after the neuron v has red, e e tively preventing it from ring until the threshold again has
a nite value. After this absolute refra tion period
ends at time  , the neuron enters the relative refra tion period, during whi h the threshold fun tion
rapidly approa hes its onstant value  (0), whi h by
de nition is rea hed at time  . In Fig. 4 the ring
of a neuron v due to the interse tion of the potential
and the threshold fun tion is shown.
For eÆ ient handling and omputations we use a
spe ial optimization by not representing the pie ewise
linear fun tions by a list of time/value tuples for the
fun tion points but by a list of time/gradient tuples for
the fun tion segments. Furthermore, we de ned the
fun tions to start and end at a value of zero. Therefore, a pie ewise linear fun tion f (t) is de ned as follows: Between the time points s and s +1 the fun tion
has a onstant gradient  , whereas s0 := 0, f (0) := 0,
f (s +1 ) := 0, 0 := 0 and  +1 := 0 for m being the
number of gradient hanges in f (t). Only the segments hs ;  i (for i = 1; :::; m) need to be spe i ed
to ompletely de ne f (t), be ause  +1 is de ned to

be zero and s +1 (the time when the fun tion again
rea hes a value of 0) an be omputed from the other
values. Fig. 3 shows the shape of su h a pie ewise
linear fun tion with 5 segments.
This makes it possible to represent a pie ewise
linear fun tion onsisting of N segments with N
time/gradient tuples and also o ers a wide range of
possible optimizations in the simulation, like using an
extended but very fast merge-sort algorithm for ombining a newly re eived post synapti potential with
the urrent neuron potential whi h ompletely eliminates the need to sum up over the neuron inputs as
it has to be done in the standard integrate-and- re
model.
We an now de ne the synapse response fun tion
" (t) as
m
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and " (0) := 0, whereas k := max (s < t)
(the index of the last gradient hange before the urrent time t). Therefore the urrent gradient of " (t)
. If, after ea h gradient hange,
is denoted by 
) immediwe al ulate the fun tion value " (s
ately before this hange, then we an use the re ursive
form
:
)
) + (t s
" (t) = " (s
The assumption that " (t) = 0 for t 2 [0; d ℄, i.e.
the initial synapti delay between the re eipt of a spike
from neuron u until the post synapti potential starts
hanging the potential of neuron v, an be modeled
easily by hoosing s 1 = d ( 0 , the gradient
within the interval [0; s 1 ℄ is 0 by de nition).
The potential of a neuron an now be de ned as
w  " (t s )
P (t) :=
s 2F
u2V
hu; vi 2 E s < t
with P (0) := 0, where V spe i es the set of neurons, E the set of synapses and F the set of ring
times of the neuron u. Therefore the potential P (t) is
de ned as the linear sum of all in oming PSPs aused
by spikes from the neurons u, whereas multiple PSPs
from a single synapse hu; vi, started at times s 2 F ,
an be a tive (the response fun tion " (t s ) has
not rea hed 0 again) on urrently.
The threshold fun tion  (t) is also dened as a pie ewise linear fun tion as
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where  (0) is some onstant value, s spe i es
the ring times of neuron v, 
the initial value
of  (max (s )+  ) after the absolute refra tion
v
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output are needed. This e e tively makes the SNN
a bla k box of whi h the inner fun tioning does not
have to be known.
Additionally, these onverters o er more exibility
be ause the external and internal information oding
s hemes are de oupled. Ongoing resear h suggests the
use of di erent spike oding s hemes, su h as temporal oding, rate oding, population oding or mu h
more omplex oding s hemes (like fra tal oding).
With our simulation framework, this is possible without having to hange the external representation of
information. It also eases the use of di erent external information odings, e.g. when adding additional
sensors or a tors for intera tion with the environment.
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Figure 3: Synapse fun tioning: The synapse generates
an ex itatory post synapti potential (EPSP) after the
re eipt of a spike event.
period with  (t) = 1, l the number of gradient
hanges and  the gradients within the intervals
[s ; s +1 ℄ (see Fig.4).
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Figure 4: Neuron potential interse ting with the
threshold fun tion
The goal of the event simulation is now to al ulate
the simulation times s (in Fig. 4 spe i ed as t for
better readability) at whi h the neuron v will re.
v

v

5 Network inputs and outputs
For a SNN to prove useful in pra ti al appli ations,
there is a need for well-known oding s hemes at the
inputs and outputs of the network. The spike oding s heme, transporting information within the neural network on the ring times of spikes, seems to offer many bene ts in terms of omputation power and
ompa t oding of information. Nevertheless, at the
moment there exist pra ti ally no sensors or a tors
utilizing this oding s heme so it an not be used for
intera ting with the real world. Therefore, input and
output onverters whi h transform the external information oding to spike trains at the SNN input and
the spike trains to the external oding at the SNN

Currently input and output onverters between analog ve tors outside the SNN and temporal oding
as inner oding s heme have been spe i ed and implemented. Temporal oding is de ned as follows:
The input neurons u re at simulation times s =
T
d  x where x spe i es the analog value
that should be oded, T
a referen e time marking the input value zero, and d a ommon s aling fa tor. It has been shown that this oding s heme an be
used easily to dete t equality or near-equality of values
(see [Maass, 1997b℄), simulate M Cullo h-Pitts neurons (see [Maass, 1999℄), ompute radial basis fun tions (RBFs, see [Hop eld, 1995℄) and weighted sums
(see [Ruf, 1998℄) as well as simulating sigmoidal neurons (also [Ruf, 1998℄) and approximating any ontinuous fun tion (see [Ruf, 1998℄, [Maass, 1999℄ and
[Maass, 1997a℄).
u

input

u

u

input

6 Implementation
At the moment, a Java framework for DEVS simulation of spiking neural networks is developed and
the ore parts on erning the stru ture of the neural
networks and handling of events in luding al ulating
ring times of neurons are nearly ompleted. Using
event simulation, we expe t an enormous in rease in
simulation speed and exibility ompared to the urrently used ontinuous simulation te hniques, making
it possible to simulate large networks of spiking neurons and thus allowing studies of advan ed networks
holding a lot more information than networks with
only a small number of neurons. Additionally, we expe t the simulation speedup gained by event simulation to in rease with the size of a network, be ause
typi ally the per entage of on urrently a tive neurons will de rease as the number of neurons in the network in reases. With this framework it will be possible to simulate and visualize Spiking Neural Networks
with pie ewise linear fun tions and to experiment effe tively with new signal forms and learning methods in the ontext of omputational theory as well as
from the biologi al viewpoint. Although the use of
other fun tion types is possible in the ore parts of
the framework, the urrent implementation only overs pie ewise linear ones, whi h seem to be suÆ ient
for reprodu ing most omputational e e ts of biologi al neural networks. Nevertheless, pie ewise linear

fun tions also allow an approximation of all fun tion
shapes as losely as needed or wanted, even if there
are more eÆ ient approximations for some fun tion
types.
7 Outlook
Due to the use of dis rete event simulation te hniques
it might be possible to simulate large-s ale neural networks with thousands of neurons on standard workstations, making it possible to investigate the in uen e of
di erent fun tion types on the omputational power
of spiking neurons. However, future resear h has to
show that the assumptions we made hold true and
that e e ts of biologi al neural networks (su h as synhronization between quasi- haoti ally ring neurons)
are reprodu eable with our model.
Another dire tion for future resear h will be the
reuse of omponents within SNNs. With this new
event based model, some omputational elements built
of spiking neurons (e.g. a visual 2D lter modeled after the uneate nu leus in the human brain) ould be
seen as bla k boxes with de ned input and output
behaviour and used within a larger neural network.
By this way, powerful neural networks might be omposed of rather simple omponents, on one hand enabling reuse of elements and on the other hand making
it possible to onstru t spiking neural networks with
well-known system theoreti al methods.
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